Find it! @ UNI

The Rod Library owns hundreds of databases and thousands of journals and magazines.

To bring order out of such chaos, and to help you find what you’re looking for, Rod Library offers a handy piece of software known as Find it! @ UNI.

If you are using or one of the library databases such as PsycINFO or ERIC you will often see that yellow “Find it!” box. *

If you’re using Google Scholar you’ll see large “Find it! @ UNI” links to the right of the records. If you click on the “More” option under other records you will also cause Google Scholar to generate a much smaller “Find it! @ UNI”. **

* For more on the databases PsycINFO, ERIC, and PubMed see the Week 7 “What You Must Know” guides for PsycINFO, ERIC, and PubMed

** Be sure to read the Week 6 “What You Must Know” – “Google Scholar – Making ‘Find it! @ UNI’ Happen Off-Campus”.
When you click on **Find it @ UNI** it will do **three things:**

1. Look to see if there is a link to an online article

   **Full Text Article Level Links**
   ![Full text available via ScienceDirect](1995-01-01 to present)

2. Provide a specialized link to the Library Catalog that will check to see if the library owns this journal in print.

   **Holding Information**
   ![Search for print copy in Library Catalog (UNISTAR)]

3. Provide a link that will generate an automatic interlibrary loan request.

   **Full Text Article Level Links**
   ![Borrow from other libraries]